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Objectives:
Wellmune WGP improves the functioning of the innate immune system by making white blood
cells of the innate immune system (specifically leukocytes) better able to find and kill potential
pathogens. This has been demonstrated in laboratory studies (in vitro), animal models and in
human clinical trials that have measure both physical health benefits and changes in immune
biomarkers. This paper will examine how this robust and varied research portfolio supports the
benefit of Wellmune in young children ages 1 and older.
Description of the development of the immune system of children and adult
The adult immune system is considered to consist of the innate and adaptive components. The
adult immune system has experienced significant encounters with pathogens, inflammation and
other health challenges that provided “experience” to the adaptive immune system with a fully
developed T-cell dependent antibody response capability. The innate immune system of the
adult and the young child are comparable by age one. The immune system of the child consists
of the same components (innate and adaptive). The innate immune system is developed and
functioning in young children. The adaptive immune system of the child is present, but it is
“inexperienced” due to minimal encounters with the health challenges encountered by the adult.
In a child the innate immune system plays a major role in protecting the health of the child as
evidenced by the higher total leukocyte population early in life vs. the adult; macrophages and
neutrophils are considered fully developed at birth (1,2). The ability of the infant and young
child to produce competent WBC’s is normal from birth onward (1,2). Thus, the essential
components for active processing and application of Wellmune WGP are present and functional
in the young child at one year of age or less. Macrophages are capable of digesting Wellmune
WGP into the active fragment, neutrophils are capable of receiving the active fragment onto the
CR3 receptor and complement is present for opsonizing target cell such as pathogens.
Wellmune WGP Mechanism of Action (MOA)
The innate immune system is the primary line of defense for young children against common
childhood diseases; the specific or adaptive immune system has not yet fully developed (1-3).
The mechanism of action of Wellmune is complex, but can be delineated into a few simple steps
(4).
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1. The human gastrointestinal tract contains immune tissue with specific cells that actively
collect and transport certain materials into the immune system; Wellmune is one of the
materials that is actively collected by these gut immune cells.
2. Processing of Wellmune by specific immune cells (macrophages) produces a biologically
active fragment of Wellmune. The Wellmune fragment binds to and enhances white
blood cells called neutrophils.
3. The active fragment of Wellmune has some specific effects on neutrophils:
a. When Wellmune fragment binds to neutrophils it increases the ability of these
cells to move towards (chemotaxis) potential pathogens. (5, 6, 7, 8)
b. The pathogen cells are marked and labeled by soluble blood proteins called
complement in a process called complement activation.
c. When neutrophils loaded with Wellmune encounter complement-activated cells
(pathogens) it activates a specific biological mechanism that kills the pathogen.
(9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14)
Wellmune improves immune response leading to reduced impact of illness
We have provided data supporting that Wellmune WGP enhances the innate immune system
leading to more effective immune response and killing of potential pathogens in vivo. Although
it is important to study the biological immune biomarkers associated with Wellmune intake, it is
equally important to see “real-life” clinical evidence that human subjects consuming Wellmune
remain healthier than subjects not taking Wellmune.
Typical colds and flu (URTI) are caused by rhinovirus and influenza viruses. In multiple studies
(summarized in Table 1), Wellmune WGP has reduced URTI symptoms and improved overall
physical health.
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Table 1. Clinical Studies with Wellmune WGP
Published/
Study Type

Subjects

Design & Dose

Physical Stress
&

54 wildland

Health Effects fire-fighters

Results

Presented

Lower URTI symptoms (p=0.06),

Am Soc of

10 day cross over better overall perception of physical
@ 250 mg / day

health (<0.006)

30 day double

Reduction in missed days of work or

blind placebo

school, Reduced fever, better

controlled @ 250 physical health component (SF36 v2
Cold/Flu

40 adults

mg / day

survey)

Date

Sports Med

May

(Presented)

2008

Feldman et al
J. of Applied

July

Research

2009

Talbott and
Physical Stress
&

75 adult

Health Effects marathoners

Lifestyle Stress

30 day double

Reduced number of URTI symptoms

Talbott. Journal

blind placebo

(p<0.05), reduced fatigue, tension

of Sports

controlled @ 250

and mental confusion, increased

Science &

Dec

mg / day

vigor

Medicine

2009

30 day double

Reduced number of URTI symptoms

Talbott and

blind placebo

(p<0.05), reduced fatigue, tension

Talbott. Agro

&

150 stressed

controlled @ 250

and mental confusion, increased

Foods Industry

Feb

Health Effects

adults

mg / day

vigor

Hi Tech

2010

Reduced number of URTI symptoms

Talbott and

90 day double
Lifestyle Stress

blind placebo

& Health

122 stressed

Effects

adults

Physical /

controlled @ 250 (p<0.05), improved global mood state
mg / day

and increased vigor

Talbott. J Am
Col. Nutr.

2013

90 day double

Reduced number of URTI symptoms

th

blind placebo

(p<0.06), no changes in immune cell

& Health

med

controlled @ 250

number or profile, no changes in

Fuller et al, J of

June

Effects

students

mg / day

cytokines from baseline

Nutrition

2012

Lifestyle Stress 100 4 year

30 day double
Physical Stress
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Reduced number of URTI symptoms

& Health

182 adult

controlled @ 250

(p<0.05) for both dispersible and

McFarlin et al J

Aug

Effects

marathoners

mg / day

soluble Wellmune

Dietary Suppl.

2013
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As shown in Table 1, seven studies (15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21) have assessed the impact of
Wellmune WGP on the physical and psychological health of individuals experiencing lifestyle
and physical stress that often directly lead to illness. The studies featured members of the general
population including firefighters, marathoners, students and individuals with moderate to high
lifestyle stress. These studies were conducted by 5 independent research groups and have
consistently found that Wellmune WGP improves physical health (measured as a reduction in
URTI symptoms)
Studies with Wellmune WGP and young animals
As a surrogate model, studies with young animals consuming Wellmune WGP have
demonstrated superior health and growth performance (22-24). In general, these studies were
designed to look at animal growth performance and not immune biomarkers. However, the
pattern of the studies is consistent in demonstrating better animal growth, weight gain, reduced
mortality and reductions in common juvenile diseases such as diarrhea. In studies conducted by
Land O’Lakes (largest feed company in North America), calves (functioning with a monogastric
digestion system similar to pigs) fed a milk replacer diet with Wellmune WGP showed
significant reductions in diarrhea, improved milk replacer intake and reductions in the use of
electrolytes and antibiotic (22). In a study with 1200 piglets, Newport Laboratories observed
that nursery piglets experiencing a growth challenge (underweight piglets) gained weight
significantly better while consuming Wellmune WGP (23). In a second piglet study on a
production farm, 1000 treatment piglets were fed a diet that included Wellmune WGP (32); 1000
control piglets received no additive to the diet. The study was conducted on a production facility
with a history of viral infection (PRRS and CRCO viral infections). The Wellmune WGP treated
group had reduced mortality and increased weight gain (24).
Clinical data for Wellmune WGP and children
In addition to animal models, a study recently presented at the 2013 Experimental Biology
meeting compared incidence and duration of acute respiratory tract infections between children
fed a follow-on formula (containing yeast beta glucan (Wellmune), DHA and a prebiotic blend)
to cows milk (abstract attached). This study is the first direct evidence that the same benefits
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documented in adults taking Wellmune (15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21) can also be measured in
children.
Extrapolation of existing adult clinical data to children
A report by the National Research Council on the daily-recommended intake of the eight watersoluble B complex vitamins (thiamin, riboflavin, niacin, vitamin B6, folate, vitamin B12,
pantothenic acid, biotin, and choline) cited “a nearly complete lack of usable data on the nutrient
needs of infants, children and adolescents (25).” The RDA for numerous vitamins has been
extrapolated from adult data (25). According to the authors, it is common to use the reference
bodyweight method to extrapolate dose from adult data that of the child (25). Similar to the use
of the extrapolation method for setting DRI’s and RDA’s of vitamins for children, mineral DRI’s
and RDA’s have been extrapolated 26, 27). In a study reviewing the DRI’s of calcium,
phosphorus, magnesium, vitamin D, and fluoride it was concluded that extrapolation of data for
mineral intake is a commonly used practice (26). Naturally, it is desirable to have data on the
target population group; however, experts around the world have recognized that it is important
to provide key nutrients to all populations while ongoing research optimizes dose and response.
Another study provided clearly developed extrapolation procedures for using adult data for
calcium, zinc, phosphorous and iron DRI’s (27).
Extrapolation of adult intakes to child intakes is a common and accepted method
In general, data extrapolated from adult to child uses an accepted process. The use of Wellmune
WGP as a dietary component intended to provide immune support fits with the extrapolation
process. Wellmune WGP has a strong safety profile and can be safely used as part of the diet of
a child.
The benefits of Wellmune WGP in children
The immune system of the young child has a developed innate immune system component, but
an under-developed specific (adaptive) immune system. Major childhood diseases such as upper
respiratory tract infections (URTI), otitis media and diarrhea are all caused by pathogenic
bacteria or viruses. The innate immune system is the primary line of defense for young children
against these diseases. Wellmune strengthens the innate immune system and enabling innate
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immune cells to more easily detect, move towards and neutralize the pathogens commonly
encountered by children. When one considers that the innate immune system of the one-year old
child is similar to the composition and activity of the adult, there are sources of multiple data
(MOA, adult human clinical studies, young animal model studies and a very recent clinical trial
with young children) to support the benefits of Wellmune WGP in the child.
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Reduced incidence and duration of acute respiratory infections (ARI) in children fed a follow-up formula containing
docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), a prebiotic blend of polydextrose (PDX) and galactooligosaccharides (GOS), and yeast beta
glucan
D. Scalabrin1, X. Jin2, F. Li2, W. Zhuang1, P. Strong1, B. Liu1.
1
Mead Johnson Pediatric Nutrition Institute, Evansville, IN,
2
Shanghai Jiao Tong University School of Medicine, Shanghai, China, People's Republic of
Intakes of DHA, prebiotics, yeast--glucan, and other micronutrients have been associated with reduced incidence of respiratory
infections.
To determine if a follow-up formula containing a combination of DHA, a prebiotic blend of PDX and GOS, and yeast -glucan
reduced the incidence of ARI in children.
In this double-blind, randomized, controlled trial, healthy children (3-4yrs) were fed 3 servings per day of a follow-up formula (FF;
n=156) containing DHA (25mg/serving), PDX and GOS (1.2g/serving), and yeast -glucan (12.8mg/serving), or a control powdered
cow's milk (C; n=154) for 28 weeks. The incidence and duration of ARI were obtained from medical records. Incidence of ARI was
analyzed with the CMH test. Duration of ARI was analyzed with ANOVA.
The FF group had fewer episodes and shorter average duration of ARI compared to the control group (Table).
When  compared  to  cow’s  milk,  daily intake of a follow-up formula containing DHA, a prebiotic blend of PDX and GOS, and yeast glucan over a 28 week period resulted in fewer episodes and shorter duration of acute respiratory infections.

Formula
C; n (%)
FF; n (%)

0
73 (47)
90 (58)

Number of ARI Episodes
1
2
68 (44)
11 (7)
58 (37)
8 (5)

3
2 (1)
0

p-value
0.041

Duration (Days) of ARI (mean ± S.E.)
C
FF

4.3 ± 0.22
3.5 ± 0.24

0.007

Citation: Scalabrin, D., Jin, X., Zhuang, W., Strong, P., Liu, B.; Reduced incidence and duration of acute respiratory infections (ARI)
in children fed a follow-up formula containing docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), a prebiotic blend of polydextrose (PDX) and
galactooligosaccharides (GOS), and yeast beta glucan; FASEB J. April 2013; 27:lb328.
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